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A. Introduction - Definition 

This paper presents a first approach to the development of an algorithm that would 

automatically detect multiword expression (MWE). For the moment, our work 

focuses on nominal multiword expressions, since encoding their features according to 

grammar rules seems a rather feasible task.  

A nominal multiword expression or a compound noun is a sequence of words that 

function as a noun, forming one lexical item. Most of the times, the meaning of the 

whole does not derive from the meaning of the parts. For example, παιδική χαρά [lit. 

“kids’ joy”, meaning “playground”], ψήφος εμπιστοσύνης [“vote of confidence”],  

B. The algorithm for nominal MWE extraction 

The algorithm that was developed for the present project is based in a combination of 

automatic MWE extraction methods (Sag et al., 2002). Combination of two methods: 

 Word-based, knowledge-driven extraction: lexical sequences of a 

predetermined type are extracted (i.e., nominal compounds) 

 Statistical extraction based on words: extraction of statistically idiosyncratic 

lexical sequences 

Method:  

(a) Six (6) general grammar rules are applied to a grammatically tagged corpus  

(b) Results are filtered using more specific grammar rules and filters (word lists)  

(c) Results are evaluated using statistical methods  

(d) A linguist/encoder makes the final selection and MWE are stored in a Database  

In order to test the performance of the algorithm, a corpus of about 142.000.000 

words was used and nominal MWE of the following type were automatically 

detected:κράτος – μέλος (N + - + N) [“state member”], αγορά εργασίας (N + N(gen.)) 

[“labour market”], … 

B.1. General/Initial Grammar Rules 

i) Adj + N : (εκδοτικός οίκος [“publishing house”], μαύρη τρύπα [“black hole”]) 

ii) N + N_gen : (έργο τέχνης [“work of art”], σύνοδος κορυφής [“summit meeting”])  

iii) N + Article_def + N_gen: (φαινόμενο του θερμοκηπίου [“greenhouse effect”],  

iv) N(-)N : (κράτος-μέλος [“state-member”], λέξη-κλειδί [“key-word”]) 

v) [Prep + N] + N: (από μηχανής θεός [“deus ex machine”])  

vi) N + [Prep + N]: (φόνος εκ προμελέτης [“premeditated murder”],  

 

B.2. Filter Categories: 

i)  Rules to identify the cases where a MWE is likely to exist  

ii) Rules to identify the cases where a nominal compound is unlikely to exist  

In each category two sub-categories are identified: 

i) General filters based on certain grammatical phenomena  

ii) Filters of list of words or groups of words that are indicative or not of the presence 

of a nominal MWE 
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B.3 Statistical Processing 
Log-likelihood Measure: 

i) Widely used (WordSmith Tools 4, Collocate, Collocation Extract, Ngram Statistics 

Package) 

ii) Better results than other methods we tried (high scores in more expressions 

accepted as multiword)  

Finally, MWE are stored in classified structures (dbm hashes), along with information 

on the case used in each expression, its frequency, as well as the verbs it co-occurs 

with and their frequencies.   

B.4. Final selection 

Only expressions that are indeed nominal compounds are selected and information is 

added about: category of the compound (nominal, verbal, etc), register (general 

language, terminology, etc), type of the compound (fixed, collocation). The inflection 

of the parts of the expression is extracted from the morphological lexicon and its 

inflection is formed semi-manually. Finally, each expression accompanied with the 

above mentioned information is stored in the MWE Database. 

C. Results 

  
Adj + N N + N(gen.) N + N(gen.) N + - + N 

1st Step:  

Application of 6 general rules  

1.068.000 242.000 619.000 120.000 

2nd Step: 

Application of specific rules 

filters 

570.000 189.000 347.000 12.000 

3rd Step: 

Application of statistical 

metrics 

68.000 22.000 31.000 400 

 

D. Future work 

(a) Complete the collection of the material, (b)Refinement of the algorithm, (c) Test 

the algorithm on new written and spoken corpora, (d) Study and process 3-word 

nominal expressions (e) Study and extract adverbial and adjectival multi-word 

expressions  
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